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A GENERALIZATIONOF THE CANONICALCOMMUTATION
AND ANTICOMMUTATIONRELATIONS
STEVENROBBINS
Abstract. The relation C*CC* - C* = CC*2 involving a closed densely
defined operator C generalizes both the canonical commutation relation of
bosons and the canonical anticommutation relation of fermions. It is shown
that the operators satisfying this relation can be classified by an index p,
p = 0, 1, 2, . . ., oo.

Let C be a closed densely defined operator on a complex Hubert space.
The relations

C*C=CC* + I

(1)

and

C*C+CC*

= 7, C2 = 0

(2)

have been studied in detail. See, for example, [1] and the references given
there. Relations (1) and (2) are particularly important because of their
physical significance. If C is thought of as a creation operator and C* as the
corresponding annihilation operator then relation (1) characterizes bosons
while relations (2) characterize fermions. For each of these the selfadjoint
operator n = CC* is the "number operator" and at least formally satisfies

[n,C*] = -C*.

(3)

Since C might be an unbounded operator, and in fact must be if relation (1) is
satisfied, equation (3) may only be satisfied on a dense domain. However, for
both bosons and fermions the formally equivalent relation

C*CC* - C* = CC*2

(4)

is satisfied if the usual interpretation is made. That is, the domain of the
operator on the right is the intersection of the domains of the operators on the
left and the equation is satisfied on this set. Relation (4) therefore generalizes

both the boson commutation relation (1) and the fermion anticommutation
relations (2). It will be proved that the operators satisfying equation (4) can
be classified by an index p, p = 0, 1, 2, . . ., oo. If p = oo then the boson
relation (1) is satisfied. If p = 1 then the fermion relations (2) are satisfied.
The case p = 0 corresponds trivially to the zero operator.
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If p is a nonnegative integer let Np = (0, 1, 2, . .. ,p) and let Nx = (0, 1,
2,. .. }. Let p be a nonnegative integer or oo and let Kj, be a (p + l)dimensional complex Hubert space with orthonormal basis [ey.j E Np). Let
Cp be the linear operator satisfying

Cpej=Vy + lej+l,

j E Np.

where ep+x = 0 if p is finite. If p < oo then Cp is well defined. Ifp = oo, Cp is
the closed operator which has the finite linear combinations of the basis
elements as a core. For any index p, Cp is a closed densely defined operator
on Kp which can easily be shown to satisfy equation (4).
If C is a closed densely defined operator which satisfies relation (1) or
relations (2) then n = CC* and ñ = C*C are commuting selfadjoint operators. The operators Cp defined above also have this property. Operators
satisfying relation (4) need not a priori have n and ñ commute, although when
C is bounded, relation (4) and its adjoint imply that n and ñ commute.
Theorem. Suppose C is a closed densely defined operator on a complex
Hilbert space K which satisfies equation (4) and such that CC* and C*C
commute. Then there exist mutually orthogonal closed subspaces Ka of K such
that K = 0 Ka, each Ka reduces C and for each a there is an index p such that
the restriction of C to Ka is unitarily equivalent to Cp.

Proof. Suppose n = CC* = fXE(dX) is the spectral resolution. Let A be
the interval [0, ß] and suppose w satisfies £(A)w = w. It will be shown that
for each positive integer k, C*w E Dom(nk) and
(n + l)kC*w = C*nkw.

(5)

The proof is by induction on k. Since w E Dom(n2) and n2 = CC*CC*,

w E Dom( C*CC*) and w E Dom(C*) so by equation (4) w E Dom( CC*2).
Thus C*w E Dom(n) and equation (4) applied to w gives equation (5) with
k = I. Now suppose equation (5) is satisfied for k. £(A)«*>v = «Sv so
nkw £ Dom(C*), C*nkw E Dom(n) and

C*n(nkw) - C*(«*>v) = nC*^),
C*nk+Xw -(n+

l)kC*w = n(n + l)kC*w

so equation (5) is satisfied for k + 1.

The following lemma will be used to show that
£((-oo,

ß-

l])C*w=

C*w.

Lemma. Suppose T is a selfadjoint operator on a complex Hilbert space with
spectral resolution T = jXE(dX). Suppose £([0, oo))w = w. Let

b = lim ||7Sv||'A.
Then b is the smallest number such that £([0, b])w = w.

Proof. Suppose the operator T is multiplication by T(x) on a measure
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space with measure u and w = w(x) E L2(p). Let v be the finite measure
defined by dv = \w(x)\2dp and let || • \\k represent the Lk(v) norm. ||Fy|1/i:
= || T(x)\\2k. As k -» oo this approaches || T(x)\\a0, the desired value of b and
the proof of the lemma is complete.
By equation (5),
||(n + l)*C*w||2=||C*n*w||2

Since E(A)nx/2w = n'/y

= <CC*nkw, /i*w> =\\nk+x^2w(.

if

b = lim WnV/^W1^
then b < ß. Thus
lim ¡|(« + l)*C*w||1A< ß,

k—»oo"

"

so E((-oo,ß
- 1]) C*w = C*w. Since F((-oo, 0)) = 0, by starting with
any bounded interval A and a nonzero w such that F(A)w = w and applying
C* the appropriate number of times, a nonzero vector v is obtained such that
C*v = 0. Thus « has at least one eigenvector with eigenvalue 0. It will next be
shown that every eigenvector of n is in the domain of h~.

Let ñ = C*C = fXF(dX) be the spectral resolution. Let
í={x£í:

F(A)x = x for some bounded interval A).

If nw = aw, w E Dom(C) and x E K then
(Cw, nx) = <>, C*«x> = <w, (n + l)C*x>

= <(/i + l)w, C*x> - <(a + l)w, C*x) = <(a + l)Cw, x>.
Since K is a core for «, Cw E Dom(«) and nCw = (a + l)Cw. Similarly, if
w E DomiC*) then nCkw = (a + k)Ckw. Now suppose nu = au. Let M =
(x E K; ñx = 0}. Let F be the projection onto M, let u2 = Fw and w, = u u2. Since n and ñ commute, F commutes with n so nux = aux and nw2 = au2.

It will be shown that nw, = (a + l)w,.
Let ß > 0 and w = F([0, ß])ux. Since mv = aw and w E Dom(C),

(a + l)Cw = nCw = CCCw = Cñw

so
C(ñw - (a + l)w) = 0.
Since w E ML and ñw E M^, ñw = (a + l)w. Since /? was arbitrary, h~ux=

(a + l)t/,.
Thus, if nu = at. there exist ux and «2 such that u = ux + u2, nux = aux,
nu2 = 0. Since u E Dom(C), nCu =
(a + 1)Ch and by induction, for each k, u E Dom(C*) and nCku =
(a + k)Cku.
It is now possible to show that K can be written as a direct sum with the
desired properties. Let v be a unit eigenvector of n with eigenvalue 0. Then
for each k, v E Dom(Ck), nCkv = kCkv and Ckv is a sum of two (possibly
nu2 = au2, ux = (a + 1)m, and
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zero) eigenvectors of «with eigenvalues 0 and k + 1. Let

m = min{k: h~Ckv^(k

+ l)Ckv),

or m = oo if this set is empty. If m = oo then C*Ckv = kCk~xv for all k. Let

K' be the closed subspace of K spanned by the Ckv, k = 0, 1, 2, ... .
||C*o||2 = <CV CV> = (C*Ckv, Ck-Xv) = k\\Ck-xv\\2
and so ||C*t>||2 = k\. If e* = (/t!)~'/2C*t;, [ek: k E Nx} is an orthonormal
basis for K' and K' reduces C. The restriction of C to Ä" is unitarily
equivalent to Cx.

Next suppose m < oo. Let wm be a unit vector parallel to PCmv so

Cwm= 0. Define
w* = C*im-k)wm,

0 < ¿ < m - 1.

Then nw^ = kwk. Thus

IKII2 = <C*wk+ v C*wk+X)= <CC*w, + 1,>v,+1>= (k + l)\\wk+ x\\2
and so

\\wkf= (k + 1)(Ä:+ 2) • • • (m),

0 < /( < m - 1.

If K' is the subspace spanned by the wk, 0 < k < m, then /T reduces C and
AT' has orthonormal basis [ek: 0 < k < m) where efc= vv^/Hh^H. The
restriction of C to K' is unitarily equivalent to Cm.
Thus there is always a subspace A" of K which reduces C and an index p
such that the restriction of C to K' is unitarily equivalent to Cp. Since the
hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied with C restricted to Kf±, an
application of Zorn's Lemma gives the desired direct sum.
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